
New Dating App - Communicate Only using
VoiceNotes!
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String is the worlds 1st dating app that takes

things back to basics and allows users to

message each other using only voice notes

LONDON, UNITED KINGDOM, October 28,

2020 /EINPresswire.com/ -- String is a new

dating app that takes things back to basics

and allows users to message each other

using only voice notes. No text messages.

Using your voice leads to more fun,

interesting and organic conversations than

just using regular text messages.

Furthermore, it gives you an opportunity

to truly connect with your match before

even going on a date.

After having used dating apps in the past,

it became apparent that it’s difficult to get

your true personality across through text

messages. Especially when talking to

someone new. Sometimes jokes are

misunderstood and sarcasm is missed because they are just words on a screen and you don’t

really know the person you are talking to well enough. So, we thought why not do the natural

thing and let people use their voice. This is how you’d approach someone in real life and that

shouldn’t change just because a phone is now involved.

On the app, users are able to use filters to narrow down who they want to be shown and use a

familiar swipe left/right gesture to find a potential match. When there is a match, users can

record and send voice notes back and forth. Hearing the voice of your match adds a very exciting

dynamic as it allows you to get to know their true personality and vibe from an early stage

before even meeting in person. In addition, studies show that accents are also quite an

important part of the attraction for a lot of people – and can even be deal breakers for some.

Given the global pandemic caused by COVID-19, it has become apparent that going on dates is

http://www.einpresswire.com
http://www.stringdating.com
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not always going to be possible due to

the social distancing measures in place,

so it’s important to still have other ways

to make real connections with new

people, and we believe using your voice

has always and still will be the best way

to do so.

Since launching, the app has already

been a huge hit with a lot of people,

especially women. In fact, there are more

women currently signed up than men

which is quite unusual as women

normally account for only ~30% on other

dating apps. The app has also been very

popular with students. We believe this is

because voice notes are becoming the

preferred way of communicating with this

age group. As recent graduates ourselves

who regularly prefer voice noting, we

knew this would be the case.

The app is free to use and available for both iOS and Android

Accents are definitely key for

me. This app gives off such

a better vibe from someone

compared to the standard

‘hey wuu2’ message on

tinder or the cringey chat up

line”

Sophie

iOS: https://apps.apple.com/app/id1525183654 

Android:

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.stringd

ating.string
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